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I• INTRODUCTION

l•l The Method og ggigeggßompgggeogs
The experimental design in which pairs ef treatments

are compared in a balanced system over all ät(t - 1} pairs

of t treatments is known as the method of paired compari-

sons• Tha method is old and various methods of analysing

such experiments have been proposed• The most recent pro-

cedure developed has been presented by Bradley and Terryl

[2] • This method has the advantage of comparative simpli-

city both in the formulation of the model and in applica-

tion to numerical data• The model is essentially a gener-

alisation of binomial-type trials• Initial experimental

work [3] indicates that the model adequately describes the

experimental situations encountered in most of auch experi-

ments•
The Bradley-Terry method affords a means of estimating

treatment ratings from ranked data and procedures for test-

} ing null hypotheses on the absence of treatment differences

and on group consistency• Maximum likelihood estimators,

which have many of the properties of good estimators, are

used to obtain treatment ratings• Likelihood ratio tests

are used for tests of the various hypotheses formu1ated•

l„ Numbers in square brackets refer to the bibliography•
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1,2 The Objectives of Thig Pager

The purpose of the present paper is to investigate the

means of adapting the Bradley—Terry method to experimants

in which the treatments are factorial combinations of vari—

ous factors taken at specified levels auch as concentrations,

Gur objective will be the same es that of the analysis of

variance for a normal deviate; that is, we wish to make

tests of overall treatment equality,on the effect of each

factor individnally, and on the various interactions be-

tween the factors,
Investigation shows that more work must be done before

the method is easily applicable to treatments arranged in a

factorial array of arbitrary size, however,a procedure is

developed in detail for the 2 x 2 factorial case where four

treatment combinations are developed using each of two fac-

tors available at two levels, In this case it is shown

that in addition to the tests of treatment equlity pre-

sented by Bradley and Terry, tests ca be made on each

factor and on the interaction between the two factors, in

a manner analogous to that of the tests made in the

analysis of variance•
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II. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL

2.1 The Bradley-Taggy Model
Bradley and Terry considered the problem of t treat-

mente Tl, ..., Tt in an experiment involving paired com-

parisons. They assumed that these treatments have true

ratings (er preferencee), ai, •.., nt on some particular

subjective continuum. They required that every ni 2 O and

that Evi - 1. It was further assumed that when treatment
i

Ti appears with treatment Tj in a block,where each block

contains two treatments, the probability that treatment Ti

obtains top rating (or a rank of 1) is ni / (ni + nj)„

In their notation, rijk designates the rank of the

ith treatment in the kuh repetition of the block in which

treatment Ti appears with treatment Tj. rijk ¤ 3 — rjik.
for the treatment judged the better receivee a score of

one, the other treatment receives a score of two and tiss

are excluded. Estimates of ni are denoted by pi, and n

denotee the number of repetitiona of the design where a

repetition is defined as a eingle set of judgements on all

pairs of treatments•
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It is within the framework of the Bradley-Terry model
that we wish to consider the introduction of treatments in
factorial array.

2.2 The Factogigl Model
Let us now consider the case where we wish to study

several different factors in a single experiment. If we
have factors A, B, ..., D with a, b, ..., d levels re—
spectively, we have an experiment with t - ab ... d
different treatments. For example, we might have an experi—
ment involving a preservative chemical which we will test
at three levels, Al, A2 and A3, and two different cooking

temperatures, B1 and B2• We will then have six treatment

In the general factorial case, we assume that the
levels of each factor have true rating parametera whose
Yälüßß SPG Gl; •••; Ga; $1; •••; Bb; •••p öl; •••; Ed,

respectively, and that ei, gj, ••., öl 2 0 for all
aliiäa, iigib, ..., iéiéaenc 2%-1,

i¤l
b d
2 BJ ~ l, ..., 12181 • 1. Furthermore, we will hypothesise:1*1 = A

that the treatment combination rating is
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aißjlblöll

This hypothesis may be intuitively Justified if we return
to the Bradley~Terry model and cempare it with the model
presented by Thurstene FUJI In Thurstone*s model, if
Si and Sj are the true treatment ratings of treatments i

and J respectively on an additive subjective continuum and
if Pij is the probability that Ti be rated above TJ, then*

OO 2 ‘‘2’
1.1··(.··S.)1 J

If we redefine Kl]
oo J

(3} BL; * 1/h
I),

Sechz y/2 dy

-(log8ni - logenj)
then clearly Pij - ni/(ni + wj)•

Since the squared hyperbolic secant density is very
similar to the normal density, values of logani correspond

elosely to values ef Si on the continuum postulated by

Thurstone, where estimates of Si are assumed to
benormallydietributed• Nos in the analysis of variance ef

*This summary of the model of Thurstone is most clearlypresented by Meateller [8] •
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factorial experimente a linear additive model ie postulated

for the treatment·£acter effects and their interactions•
Therefore it would seem that the analogous postulation here

is that loga¤ij_77* ¤ logéai + logeßj + ••• + logaöl or that

(1) is the logical formulation of the factcrial model within
the general model fer oeired comparisone•

Following the notation of the previous section, we will

let rij___l;pq___r7k designate the rank of the treatment

combination Tij___l in the kt repetition of the block in

which treatment Tij·.·l appears with treatment TPq•·•r•
As in the previous case, the scoring method requires that

In the present paper we shall consider in detail the

two-factor two—levels~per—factor treatment combinations

with factors A and B and levels designated by Al, A2,

B7, B2, which are assumed to have true rating-parameters

cl, dz, Bl, B2, respectively under the restrictions that

B 2 0 i ~ l 2 and + c ¤ 1 B + B • l•@11 J 1 1 Ö 1 1 al 2 1 1 2
In this case we have four treatment combinations, denoted

by T11, T12, Tzl, and T22, which have ratings eil, nlz,
w21, and w22 in the general model, we hypothesize that

i
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nij · aiBj. Estimatee of ai and Bj will be denoted by ai
and bj respectively, and as before, n will denote the num—

ber ef repetitions of the design.

2.3 The Objectives Defined in Teggs of the Model
now

We are/able to specify those test comparisons that we

wish to make. We shall usa H9 to indicate the null or more

restrictive hypotheais and H9 to indicate the class of al-
ternatives allowed.
TEST I3
(4) H9! Wij ' 1/h (i, J • 1, 2),

ig jp pg q•

This is e test ef overall treatment equality against the
general alternative•

TEST II A!
(6) HG! al ¤ az • ä; Bl, B2 E O; Bl +32 • l,

Ä?) H9: al f az; Bl, B2 2.0; Bl + gz ¤ 1,

This may be regarded as a test on A·effects independent
[ lf «’\

9 ef the existence of a B·e£fect. ( *6- >«
TEST I1 B3

HO! Bl"'B2“é}€!.l, (!.22Ü;¤.]_+G2*l:
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(9) Ha: Bl f B2, al, az EÜO, dl + az = l _ S

This test on B«effects corresponda to Test II A•

TEST 111:
'* 1; 2),

(ll) hat wij f eißj for some i; j,

This is a test of interaction, and as in the analysis of

variance, the hypothesis ef an additive model, namely

Hg: loganij - logaai + logaßj, is made against the general

alternative hypethesie•
In addition, for reassne which will become apparent

in Chapter 5, we also wish to consider the following tests•

TEST IV!
(12) Hot al = az; gl = B2 , T

(l3) Ha: Either nl f dz er Bl f B2 or both.
TEST V: g
(12) HQ: cl · dz; Bl · B2

l•

and
TEST VI:

* az}"(15)
Hy gl ··· S2; el, ag 2 G; ßl + ez ·· l·
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III• THE LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION

3•l The Bradley-Tergg Qikelihood Function
Consider the prcbability of the observed rankings in

the kuh repetition of the block in which treatments Ti and
T_ are compared„ The probability of ohtaining the observed

J
result can be written [2]

¤ 2_rijk n 2**3114 TY 2**1314 n 2**3114i J
_ i J ,

ai + aj
(fai

+ aj ai + aj
for if Ti obtains top ranking, rijk ¤ 1 and rjik

• 2 and
the expression becomes ni /(ni + aj); on the other hand,

if TJ obtaine top ranking, rjik - 1 and rijk - 2 and the
1 probability is aj /(ai + aj)• By multiplying similar ex-

preasions for all comparisons within a repetition and for

all n repetitions, we obtain the general form of the

likelihood function, which is simply the probability of

the ebserved sample regarded as a function of the para-

meters• If L denotes the likelihood function, then
_ 2I1(‘b••].)-·· E Efi 'H(16) L(ip

J * lg ••np lp •••; !ÖI.)•
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3,2 The Likelihood for the General Factorial Model

For the case where each treatment, Tij· 1, is the
factorial combination of Ai, Bj, •••, Dl, this becomes

2D.(Bb ••d··l)··2 E , ,
TTCOOTT,1 J 1 "‘ }£PQ•••!‘

— 2TT (vr + vv ) [1/
ijtlllfpqllbr 13**.1 pq··•r

ig P

_

lg

* lg •••; H

where the inequality 13,,,1 f pq•,,r requires that ij,,,1

and pq•••r be two diatinct points in a factor space,

wherein there are ab,,•d permissible points in a hyper-

rectangular grid in the positive quadrant of a space with
‘ exes corresponding to the factor·types, Since this con-

dition allews each pair to be counted twice, the exponent

in the second product in (17) is -n/2 rather than -n as in
(16), Under the hypethesis of no interaction, via„ that

$0 dä": ••

7-TOIOT-T(aiB

••

j j fpq•••r

-q/g
TT (G B •••ö '*’ G (5 •••8)=1 3 J P P1 P

1



In the case of the 2 x 2 fectoriel there are eix com-
parisene to be made end the second product in (18) becomes

(alßl a1ß2 (alßl 6a2 1 (al 1 a2P2 (alp2 a2ß1[6·•·)+6>6+‘°‘>1‘+)

<¤ 6 + 6 6 ><¤ 6 + 6 6 >1éH
·

¤°“«°“6'“6’“ K<6 6 + 6 6 >
1 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2

from which ue see that (18) reducee to

(19) L·¤cl uczBdl1
2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1

(al + ¤-]_)(Bl + B2)] •

( where ci is defined ae

20 ¤ 6 — .( ) ci llrx ääzzriapqk
pe fpig

and dj ie defined ae

pq VPU
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IV, MAXIhUM„LIKELIHUGB ESTIMATES

h,l Erogegpigg of Mggigum Likelihoog Egtimgtors

Since the parameters of the various forms of the like-

lihood function (the o*s, e*s, 6*s, etc,) are unknown, we

must obtain estimates of them, he will de this hy a general

method known as the method of maximum likelihood,

It can be shown that maximum likelihood estimetors

have many of the properties we desire in “good“ estimators,

that is, they are sufficient, if sufficient estimators

exist, efficient and consistent, In general, however, they

are not unbiassed [71,

The method is based on the following prinoiple: If

n
TTf(xi, S1, ,,,,-Sk) is the probebility of a random sample
isl '

xl, ,6,, xq from a pepulation with parameters Sl, ,,,, Sk

then the maximum likelihood eetimate of each Sh, (h¤l,,,,,k)

i¤l
u • • s

TT f(xi, Sl, ,,,, Sk ) where Sh is any other possible
iel

value ef Sh, Therefore, in the usual case where the like-

lihood function has a maximum with slope zero, the pro-

cedure to be followed ie clear, If the parameters are not
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linearly related, it is only necessary to take derivatives
of the likelihood function with respect to each of the
parameters, set these derivatives equal to zero and solve
the resulting set of equations for the estimetes• For the p
type of situation with which we are dealing, where linear re-
stnctions exist, the method of Lagrange multipliers will be
used for the restraints on the parameters• Before differ-
entiating, however, there is one modification to be made,
Since likelihoed functions are products of functions of the
parameters, it is considerably more convenient to maximize
the logarithm of the likelihood function, which, of course,
has its maximum at the same point as that of the function
itself•

L,2 Esgiggtiog in the General Cgsg)
In the situation described by Bradley and Terry, where

zntz-1) -- 2 ze, k -¤16) L * — J TT ( - * )( 75- Wi jfl k i<j N1 WJ

and

let
(22) F - log L - Llini - 1),

B where L is the Lagrange multiplier• Then
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·-—·····•····¤ 1T. ••1F
S 1

‘

and
QF asus-1) - z_ 2;·..

dw, **1 3*1 "1 1 nä
By setting these derivativee equal to zero and solviag for

the estimates ef the ¤'s, we see that h ¤ 0 and thue the

estimating equations are

(23}= 2n(t·1) - _S_ S ri.k
k' 3 •• 2 H

_
Q1-Pi jfl pi + aj

and
(Zu) Spi ¤ l•

Values of pi are available in tables fer three treatmehts

g fer n up to 10 [2] , fer fear treatments fer n up to sight
1

[2,9], and fer five treatments fer u up te fear 191, For

larger values ef t and n the equations can bs aelved by an

iterative procedure that has been described in 12].

h•3 Thg Fggterigg gage

In the case where the treatments ars facterial cembiha-

tiens, te find estimtes fer ai, ßj; •••, B1 we must
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meximizes F = log L ~L(Eai — 1) - h(28j · 1 )—...

—n(Eöl - 1), where L is defined by (18) and L, p, ..., n

are Lagrange mu1tip1iere• This is dene by differentiating

with respect to L, n, .•., n and also with respect to each

of the eb...d parameters. Fer example,

OOO bl •d""l "£ ZP) b d ( )‘ ’·
•

j-J•lQl’PqQQ•r;k]
Pq•••I‘

s F W #3...1
Ö Üi Gi

b 7 d a d ~

llPq•••I‘fi,”)•••11 J 1 P q r V

e b d
(26) SF 2 ei — 1; Q F E Bj ·— 1.;.n; QF · E B1-1..

-3-;; " i••l 3*5 j*l *5**; 1*1

As in the previous section the Lsgrenge multipliers

L, n and u can be shown te be zero, so that we obteinesone

of the set of estimeting equetions,

-1 w I
(

l pq...r
(27) #ij.„.l

(

)
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b d 8 d ·g}1_„
*211 E OO! |!O E Ü 0.

Jul lul pul rtl aibj•••dl+ apbqeeedx,

pQ•••I°fI).,j•••l

We also ebtain, as restrictions on the estimates,

a b d
Bi ‘ lg ' lg eeey ' le

iel j-1 lel

Equations similar to (27) may be ohtained hy differentiating

with respect to each of the other parameters. This is a

rather formidable set of equatiens which it would in

general be impractical to attempt to eolve without the use

of a high speed calculator• In the special case with which

we are concerned, however, the equations are greatly simpli~

fied and can easily be solved with the use of a desk cal-

culator•

h•h The Spegigl Gggg of ghg 2 5 2 Facgogial
As we have already seen in Chapter lll, for the 2 x 2

T factorial without interaction, the likelihood function re-

duces to

*1 *2 ·*1 *2 , -(29) 1 " *1 *2 B1 *2 [(*191 * *292)(*1F=2 " °2BlÜ I1

. -2nHal + ¤2)£B1 + 52)] .
(30) F * 10gGL -_L(al +_a2 — l) — u(ßl + B2 - 1).
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Differentiating with respect to dl, az, Bl, B2, L and u,

aubstituting the estimates al, az, bl, b2 for their respec-

tive parameters and setting the derivativee equal to zero,

we obtain
(31) al + a2 ~ 1,

(32) bl + bz · 1, _

E c 2n nb nb(33) Ei * a + a ° a E
+1a

E ° a 5
+2a

5 ° Ä · O'
1 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1

(Bh) c; 2n nb; nbl 0E2-*‘1+a2 °¤1b1*¤2b2—¤1b2+“2b1 "Ä '
‘”’

.‘?.%..-......€Ü..........Z“i;........i".?.‘.„z......... -„-Q,
bl bl* bz albl * Ezbz Elba + Ezbl

6"’d=-.....=:1.. „.......,.“.'.i?.........-.........‘?.“;.;»..........-,„..,,,E; bl + bz albl + azbz albz + azbl

where ai is the maximum likeliheed eetimate ef ai and bj
is the maximum likelihoed estimate of $5, If we multiply
(33} by al and (Bk} by a; and add, noting that (31),
al + ag - 1, the result is
(37) Cl+c2-2m-n-n-L=O, ·
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Since cl + cz = an, (37) becomes 1 = O. By a similar
process we can show that p ¤ 0. Now, by substituting

az ¤ 1 — al and bz - 1 — bl into (33) end (35) we obtain

two independent equations in two unknowns,

(38)
Sl ° Zn ° 1-e b °° a 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
and

d o 1 ~ “

1 °1 1 °1 1' 1 1
lf ulti 1 ~8 b 1 — - b 2 b -N8 M P Y (3 ) Y 8l( 81 1+ 81 l)(al+b1 Zalbl)
and (39) by bl(1«al·b1+2elbl)(el+bl·2albl) it can be seen
that (38) is cubic in al end qusdratic in bl, while (39)

is quadratic in el and cubic in bl. A possible method of

solution would be to solve (38) for bl algebraically,

eubstitute the solution in (39) and solve for al. The
solution of bl, however, involvss a radical, and when (39)

is squared in order to rationelise it, and powers of al

are eollected, it becomes a thirteenth degree equation in

el, which, while tedioua, could be solved numerically in

1l 1
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any particular case, However, there is a simpler method
available, If we multiply (38) by öl and (39) by bl, and

then take the sum and difference of the reaulting equationa,
we obtain two new equationa,

(bo) bl + el - 2n(al + bl) - n — zuzlbl , 0l-a -5 +äa b1 1 1 1
and

n(a -b )
ai E1 151

We transferm by eetting
(h2) v ~ al + bl
and

1 (A3) u · el · bl
and eimplifying the algebra by writing
(bb) g X

_ cl + dx — n
5

n
and a a

c - d(aß) w ·· ...L.......EL , 1
n

We note that
uz - vz - aalbl

and
z

al + bl - gab • nz + 2v - vz _
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Equations (AO) and (41) become

(hö) v · 1 3 aß + 2 — wßw - 2u)
and

— (47) aß ¤ vz — 2v + 3 + x e 3 .
2v ~ x +of thElimination/u between (1+6) and (47) results in a 5‘ degree

degree equation in v,

(48) l28v5 — (l6O+l60x)v4 + (210+244x—l8w‘+66x‘)V3

+ (61 - 27lx — ll7x2 ·
9x} — 9wz +21w2x)v2

+ (4 - 51,;; + 120;* + mx} -ewaxß+

(w2x3 - wzxz + 12xz — l8x3 - 2x) · 0-

This equation can be solved easily by Horner•s method after
w and x have been replaced by their values calculated from
the ebserved sums ef ranks,using equations (20), (21), (44)

and (45). We can then calculate the value of u, using (46)

or (47) and thence al and bl for al —(u +v1/2 and bl

=(v —u)/2. The values ef a2 and bz are then ebtained from

(31) and (32). For larger designs the equations rapidly
become much more comp1ex•

There is one more question which we must consider in
connection with the 2 x 2 factoriel; namely, what are the
maximum likeliheod estimates of ai under the assumption
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that Bl - B2 and what are the maximum likelihood estimates

of Bj under the assumption that al ¤ d2• If we let Bl — B2,
the likelihood function becomea

L - 2'2Qacl (1 - u„)c2
1

Qlegan cl cz
,—„...„-•—• B ,..,,,,.,.,...„.„,.. ., ,......,..„. g

1 &al 1 el l·-al

from which
c c

um --8- - -—--—-?———- - 6,
al 1 — al

where äl is the maximum likelihoed estimate of al under
the assumption that Bl ¤ B2, Solving for äl and noting

that cl + cz • hu, we find that

<6¤> 81 - .3.2.....
an

Similsrly it can ba shown that
(Sl) Q cg

2 ' “”””
'hn
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zszz $1 . ..2.;......,
im

and
d

' ······-··?······ 9im

where $3 is the maximum likelihood estimate of Bj under

under al • az. Since under these hypotheses we have bi—

nomial situations, we should expect that the estimates of

the parameters would be the same as those derived from the

binomial distribution• That this is so is easily seen by

noting, for example, that the number of times a treatment

containing Al is compared with a treatment containing A2

is equal to tn, and that the number of times the treatments

containing A1 obtain top rating is cl•

i
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V V, LIKELIHOOD RATIO TESTS

5,1 Genergl Properties of Likelihogd Ratio Tests
There are many different tests which may be used on

the various hypotheses which we will examine, but we will
confine our attention to one type of test; the likelihood
ratio, It can be shown Eh] that this test is uniformly
most powerful if such a test exists, This will be true
if the hypotheses dspend cn only one parameter, and if

. e sufficient estimator exists for the parameter, If a
uniformly most powerful test does not exist, the likelihood
ratio test is usually a good compromise between the possible
tests which might be used [6].

The test is es follows, Given a sample whose like—
lihood is
GOG]we

wish to test the hypothesie HO that (91, ,,,, Sk)

belongs to the subspsce m~of the parameter space Q , If
the parameters are allowed to very freely over the entire
space Q , L will have a maximum in that space which will
be denoted by Likewise L will have e mximum in
w which will be denoted by L{&), Gf course, if m is a
point, as is often the case, L(G) is simply the value of
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L at that point, It seems quite reasonable to use the ratio

üf ßbß two mßximßa N "—E£9l— , as the test statistic, LL tf?}
in this case should not be confused with the same symbol

used to indicate a Lagrange mu1tiplier• Necessarily

O S L 5 l, for, since L is a product of density functions,

it is always positive and since m is a subspace of Q ,
L(£) is less than, or at most equal to L(§)• The critical

O region for testing HQ will be an interval of the form

0 s L <.A, where 0 « A < l, since, obviously, larger values

of L make HQ more tenable• In order to specify A, it is

necessary that we know the distribution of L under Ho. In
many cases this is difficult and, in fact, if HO is not a

simple hypothesis, a unique distribution for L may not

exist, that is, the distribution may depend on the unknown

values of parameters not specified by H0, and thus we can—

not deterine the value cf A, For large samples, however,

the difficulty is resolved by the use of the following

theorem»[ll]. W
Y

d
Suppose the c• d, fr of the pogulation Y

epends on parameters Gl, G2, •••, h, and
that L is the likelihood ratio for the hypothesis

HO: G1 - GQ, G2 ¤ 9;, •„•, Gm

1
Y
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where m $ h• Then under certain regularity
1 conditions the aeymptotic distribution of—2 legal, under the assumption that H0 is

true, is the><a distribution with m degrees
of freedom•

The proof is given in Kendall[2],

5•2 The Test Statietieg ger the g g 2 Faetogial
In the present problem there are several different

tests we wish to make, involving various null hypotheses on
e•ß, and n, and various alternative hypotheses. These have

been outlined in section 2•3•

TEST I:

(5) Hal WJJ f wpq for some i, 3, p, q.

On substituting I/L in the likelihood function we see

that under Ho,

61+1 MG;) ··
2’6*‘

and under Ha, in view of (23) and (2h),

2 2 6n·Z E r. 'Zn
(55) L(§1· TT T-(P RPQYU ljpqk Ü (p +p )1 J.; 1.1 pqylj 1.1 pq

2
1

1
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It new follews that

5 -2 log - 12n log 2+2 E E n- E 2 r • log p.,46) 2 2 46 H )
—u¤ E log (p.. + p_ ) j

pqgij Q LJ PQ
This is the situation discussed by Bradley and Terry, for

which the exact distribution of B1, a monotonic function
of L1,hss been tabled for those values of t and n specified

earlier• Since it is impractical, however, to compute

tables for some of the other tests that we wish to make,

it is necessary that we use larger values of n and resort

to large-sample approximations• In this case, -2 logahl

is distributed approximately as x2 with three degrees of

freedom• The use of this approximation will lead to the

announcement of too many significant results• However,

for n - 10 or more, it is not too serious if we maintain

a reasonable degree of suspicion toward borderline sig-

nificance•

TEST II A:
(6) H°: c - u • Q; B Z- 0; B e O; B + B — l,

1 2 1 2 l 2

(-7) Ha: al { dz; Ble O; B22 O; Bl + B2 ·· 1.



In this second test we wish to test the A effect, that

is, whether the effect ef Al is significantly different from

that ef A2 er net•
F L(“) bt1tt§ä^ ^£ Vor w we su s u e er al, ne, $1, $2

in L, where $1 and $2 are ebtained by the use ef (52) and

(53)-
Then,

(
( A ~10n — d d(57) L(w ) · 2 n an dl} dl2„

2A
6· For L(‘2) we substitute al, az, bl, b2 in L and obtain

A Ö In ßl (22 dl dz ...¤the result L( 2) alazThe

test statistic is

(58) -2.legekeA • 20n 10ge2 + 8n legen + 2cllogesl+2c21ogeae »

· Zdälegedl- logeb£(— 2dJleged2 - legebe]

which is distributed appreximstely asx 2‘with one degree

of freedom•
$3*,*31- gl B8

Anether test ef the same type which we can make is on )
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the B effect, Here, we have

(8)(9)
H = ßl f B2; ¤1„ az >„ Hs ¤·l + ¤2 ·· 1-

For we substitute Q1, Q2, ä, ä for al, dz, Bl, B2 Y

from which 2 I

-1011 ·-lm. cl G2
I

A n 2 •(59) L(w2B) u cl cz

L(Ö%) remaius in the form L(§2)• In this case the test

statistic becomes,

(60) ·2 log8L2B - 20h 1og°2 + Sh logan — Zclßlogacl — logeai]

—2c2 Ilogacz · log°aéI+ Zdllogabl + Zdzlogabz

— 2 b b bn loga (al 1 + az 2)(al 2 + azbl) ,
which is else distributed approximately

as>(“ with one

degree cf freedom,

TEST III:
(1Ü) Ho} 1'Tij "‘ Gißsb

(ll) Ha: wij f dißj fer some 1, J,

A moment*s reflection will show that L($3)E L(§ä) and

L€$3)§ LGÜ1) from which

I
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(61) -2 log A = hn E log (p_ + p ) ‘
¢ 3 xghq B 15 ps

s #2n logs (albl + a2b2)(alb2 + azbl)
2 2 (6 n-2 E E n - E 2·· _ 1» e„

#11
—2c11og°a1 - Zczlogaaz

••This

test statistic, like the two previous ones, is die-
tributed approximately as xa with one degree of freedom.
Clearly this is the test of the AB interaction. On its
outcome will depend the question of whether we can assign
overall true ratings te Ai and Bj or whether we must

specify the level of B when giving ratings to Ai and

specify the level of A when giving ratings to Bj.

TEST IV: p 3
The fourth type of test which is of some interest is

(13) Ha: Either ul f az or Bl f B2,

Here we see that L(6)h)§L(ä>l) and MÖ5) ¤ L(€Ü2), so that
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(62) »2 logshh — 12n log62 + 2cl1og8al+ Zczlogaaz
· + 2d 1 b + 2d 1 b1 °g¤ 1 2 °g@ 2

This is distributed appreximately es xa with two degrees
of freedom.
TEST V:
(12) H0! al · az; Bl ¤ B2,
1 H - Z O · 1( hl af ¤-1 ¤25 Bl; B2 5 ßl + B2 ,

In this case L($5) E L(&h) and L(@5) ¤L(éäA).(63)

—2 1egak5 ¤ -8n 1og62—8n 1eg6n+2dl1og€dl+2d2logad2•

TEST VI:
(12) HQ} dl‘ G2} $1* $2 ’

(15) Ha! Bl Ü} dl + dz "‘ 1.

4 .. 4 ä ; 4 +Here L(w6) ,_. L(e>h) and L( 6) __ L(w2B) so that
(6h) ~2 logakö ¤ —8n1og°2·8n log$n+2cl1og6cl+2c21og6c2.

These lest two statistics are distributed spproximately
ss;(a with one degree of freedom.

gE„_____________________________.........................---------¤
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5,3 Relationships Between the Various Tests

An examination of the following tables reveels the

relationships between the tests.

Table I• The A Effect

Test Equation
M

Statistic Number Hypothaaas Distribution

-2 log8k2A (58) Ho! el¤a2} Bl,B2z0; ß1+ß2-l X
“1f¤g} ßllßgöo, Bl*B2“l

-2 (63) Hot elwg; ey pgX-2

loggkb- (62) Hot ¤1•a23Bl—ß2 X

Either Gifßzüf ßlfßz
or both

—
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Tabpge II• The B. Effect

Test EäustionStagistic umbs; Hggothosss X Distribution

ßlfßzg al,oé%0: al+a2¤ 1
-2 logßkö (6L) H6: ¤1¤ az; ßl= B2 4X;

Hat Bl-=ß2; ul,a2 ZD; <xl+¤„2-· 1

-2 logakh (62) HQ: al- ezt, ßl¤ B2 D?
Ol"or

both

Tsbgs III• Interaggiog

Test Eäuation
Statigtic number Hyggtheses Distribution
-2 logakh (62) Hä! al • oz} Bl — $2 xä

H 8 Eith -= X ~
(

"· or bgxthal 22 Gr Bl B2
-2 logaxg (61) Hä: nis • aißj X;

Hä: nid f uißj for some i, J

-2 logekl (56) HQ: nig — wpq
‘X§

H‘! nij f npq for soma
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we see that the two degreee of freedom associated with
2

-2 logakh may be partitioned in two ways, one yielding a

test of the A·effect and the other the B-effect• In turn

the three degrees of freedom of the general test may be

partitioned inte an interaction effect with one degree of

freedom and - 2 logakh with two degrees of freedom. Tests

II A and II B are not orthogonal but this is of no conse-

quence as we do not intend to compare them with each other.
In this chapter three types of tests, the test of

overall treatment eqnality, the tests of the A and B effects,

and the test of the AB interaction, have been developed for
practical use. In addition, three other tßstß have been

developed in order to exhibit the nature of the method and

A these may sometimes be of supplementary interest•
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VI• An Illustrative Example

In order to illustrate the method for E x 2 factorially

arranged treatments in the method ef paired compariaons,

let us consider a hypothetical example, Snppoee that in an

experiment with four treatment combinatione, Alsl, AIB2, ·

ABB1, AZBZ, in which all comparisons of paire of treatments

were repeated ten times, (n ¤ 10), the same of ranks were

observed to be Er - 38 Cr ¤ Ak Er ¤ L8 Er = 50ll ' 2 12 ’ 21 ’ 22 °
We wish to test overall treatment differencee, the effect 1

' of factor A, the effect of factor B, and the AB interactionr

To find overall treatment ratings, we can referate

appendix A of Bradley and Terry [2]• If we divide the

observed sums of ranks by two we can enter the table for

t ¤ h, n • 5, at 19, 22, 2k, 25, where we find that the

estimates of the treatment ratings are pll ¤ •t7,

plz ¤ •2&, pzl • •l6, pzz • •l3• These estimates can be

calculated more precisely by an iterative procedure making

repeated use of the formula [2l!

1
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(1) ·= 2 1 21~ spi [n(t ) J
-1

(1)
u

(9)
(md (1)

u
(9) (9) (9)

n
(0)}P1 ’ P1 P1-1’ P1 P1 "' pi+l P1 ’“ P1

!

where the superscript in parentheses indicates the order of

iteration, Thus, pll • ,h732, plz - ,2421, pzl ¤ ,1580,

pzz
¤ ,1267,

To find ai and bj, we substitute in (20) and (21)

to obtain cl - 28, ez • 12, dl = 2h, dz ¤ 16 from which,

bY (M,) and 0,5), x ·· I,-,2 and e = 0.1,. Equation (1+6) then
becomes

128vS - 832vL + 2396,16vB — 3795,2v2
+ 3209,0368v - 1121,27232 ¤ 0,

Which can be solved by Horner*s method, yielding v ¤ 1,31275,

Then, by equativu (L7), u ¤ ,095133, and, since al • (v+u)/2

and bl - (v-u)/2, we find that az ¤ ,7039L, az - ,29606,

bl ¤ ,60881, bz ¤ ,39119, Substituting these values in the

test statistics (logarithms to the base e of numbers between

nero and one can be found in Fisher and Yates [5], p, 8h),

we find that -2 logakl - 8,61188, Entering Table IV

)
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(Distribution of X2) of Fisher and Yates, under three de-
grees of freedom, 8•6ll88 is seen to be significant at the
five percent level, For the other statistics, we find that
-2 l0gaÄ2A = 6,72692, - 2 legahzg s 3•8a34, - 2 logahg
¤ •27A88• Entering Table IV under one degree of freedom,
we see that the A-effect is significant at the one percent
level and the B-effect at the five percent level, This
indicates that a difference exists between the effect of
Al and that of A2, and also that possibly a difference

exists between the effect of B1 and the effect ef B2, The
evidence for this, however, is not very strong, as the use
of the large sample appreximtion leads to higher levels
of significance than the true values, 0•27h88 is not sig-
nificant at any useful level so we do not reject the hy-
pothesis that interaction is absent•

Ä



VII, SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

7,l Summary o I T

A method is presented for enalysing a 2 x 2 fectoriel

experiment in which the data consist cf relative rankings
A in pairwise comparisons; Maximum likelihood estimates are

developed for the ratings of the various levels of each

factor und for the treatment combinations, Likelihood ratio
tests of the most important hypotheses likely to arise are

derived in detail, The large sample approximations are
I used, In addition, the method is presented in a manner such

· that tests of other hypotheses in which the experimenter

might be interested can easily be derived,

The equations for the analysis of a factorial design

of arbitrary size are presented, It can be seen, however,

that the complexity of these equations render an attempt at

their solution impractical in most cases and more work must

be done if a useful method of analysing experiments of this,

type is to be found•

7,2 Disgussion
One promising approach to the problem might be to omit

certain comparisons of the type AiBJ with APBQ where p f i

and q f J, since it is these comparisons which cause the

mathematical complexity• In an experiment of large size
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the loss of information in omitting these comparisons

might not be too serious,

Änother approach might be the use of incomplete blocks

containing more than two treatmente, The case of blocks of

three has been investigated by Bradley and Terry, Extension

of this work to the factorial design might be profitable,

These approaches are presented in a purely speculative

manner without any real evidence that they will provide a

solution to the problem, It is believed, however, that in-

vestigation in this direction will provide some insight into

the behavior of data derived from experiments of this type,
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